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Reading: What would we find if we could keep
digging deeper than the deepest mine?
Even though the surface of Earth appears very solid and thick, we have figured out that it can
also break apart and move. We have also learned that the different pieces or sections of the
Earth’s surface are called plates. And, we’ve noticed that a lot of earthquakes occur where the
plates meet. The data we analyzed helped us see that earthquakes can happen near the
surface or pretty far below the surface.

People have dug mines that go many miles down into a plate, but have yet to dig deep
enough to get to the bottom of a plate. What do you think we would see if we could keep on
digging further and further towards the center of the Earth?

Over time, scientists have been able to figure out what is below the plates. To help keep track
of what they discovered, they refer to different sections of the earth below us as layers.
Throughout the rest of this reading, use the handout to help you start visualizing these
different layers too. Each time you see this icon: ✳ go to your handout and update it with a
representation of what you figured out about the inside of the Earth.

If you could dig down from where you live, all the way through the center of the Earth to the
other side, you would have to travel 7,926 miles. This path you would follow is referred to as
the Earth’s diameter. Though we don’t have the tools to dig down through Earth to follow this
path, scientists have instruments and tools that have helped them map out what they think
they would encounter on the way.

Based on the data they have collected, they have determined that the plates range in
thickness and can be anywhere from 3 miles to 44 miles thick. All the plates make up the
Earth’s crust. This includes the continents and the ocean floor. Update your model to
represent the thickness of the crust. ✳

Under the crust of the Earth, there is a second layer called the mantle.  Scientists call what
the mantle is made up of molten rock, which is like hot asphalt or warm putty. This mantle
layer begins around 44 miles below the crust all the way to 1,802 miles. Update your model to
represent this layer. ✳
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At the center of the Earth, there is a layer called the core. Based on data scientists collected,
they believe the core to begin around 1,802 miles below the crust all the way to 3,963 miles
deep. Update your model to represent this layer. ✳

In our last lesson, we figured out that as we keep digging below the surface, the temperature
begins to increase. Scientists have discovered that this pattern continues the deeper towards
the center of the Earth they go. The temperature of Earth’s crust can range from air
temperature at the surface, up to as high as 1,600℉. Now, go back to the handout Earth
Model you have been developing to show the different layers, and update your model to
represent the temperature range of the crust. ✳

If you could keep digging down past the crust, the temperature would continue to increase
from around 1,600℉ to 4,000℉. Update your model to represent this temperature range.
✳

At the core, the temperature is as hot as 10,000℉. Update your model to represent this
temperature. ✳ The core, with it’s extremely high temperature, contains a lot of thermal
energy. This thermal energy is transferred up to the mantle and eventually up to the crust.
When this heat rises to the mantle, it can cause the plates to move. Most of the time, they
move smoothly, but sometimes the plates stick against each other as they move, which leads
to a build up of pressure. Eventually, or sometimes quickly, the rock changes shape by
bending or stretching and eventually snaps apart, which results in an earthquake. At times
when this happens, there are some places on the Earth’s surface that crack and open up.
When the surface cracks open, hot steam, hot liquid, or hot molten rock can be released.
Places on Earth, called geysers, is where hot steam is released through the crust from below
these cracks. Sometimes instead of hot steam being released through the crust, hot water
bubbles up from below, when the Earth cracks open. These spots are called hot springs. And
other times, hot solid or liquid rock called lava flows up and over the crust to form new rock.  

What new questions do you have now?
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